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Introduction:  The north polar residual ice cap 

(NRC) of Mars forms the uppermost icy layer in a 

thick sequence of polar deposits long thought to record 

climatic conditions [1, 2].  Orbitally driven climate 

change almost certainly exerts some control over these 

deposits; however, despite intensive study, the connec-

tion between these orbital changes and the dust and ice 

mass-balance at the pole remains poorly understood.  

The NRC offers an opportunity to connect the rela-

tively well characterized current climate with geologi-

cally recent mass balance and from there leverage fur-

ther understanding of Mars’ past climate by examining 

deeper strata. However, even this restricted goal is 

easier said than done. 

The recent mass balance of the NRC has proven 

problematic to constrain.  Ice-stability models suggest 

that buried mid-latitude ice should have retreated over 

the past 10 Kyr and largely accumulated on the NRC 

[3,4].  The presence of a dust-free [5] ice cap seems to 

corroborate this.  However contradictory observations 

also exist.  The current ice exposed in the NRC is large 

grained and therefore old [5]. Exposure and subsequent 

ablation of old ice during the martian summer implies 

a net loss of material each year.  High-Resolution Im-

aging Science Experiment (HiRISE) observations of 

the residual cap also show abundant ablation features 

such as suncups, although it is unknown whether the 

ablated mass is simply redistributed within the NRC.  

Recent observations of mid-latitude ice exposed by 

impacts in more southerly than expected locations in-

dicate that this ice has not retreated as expected and its 

extent may significantly lag orbital change [6]. 

Impact craters offer a way to constrain the recent 

mass balance of the NRC as their formation rate can be 

independently calibrated.  This has been difficult in the 

past as the extreme youth of this surface meant that 

previous crater searches uncovered only either zero [7] 

or two [8] craters.  Using new data from the Context 

Camera (CTX), we have identified 103 craters [9] lo-

cated within a region defined (using slope and rough-

ness criteria [9]) to represent recent accumulation 

(mostly equivalent to the NRC). CTX coverage of the 

NRC is complete with resolutions of 6m/pixel and we 

have followed up on about half of these craters with 

HiRISE observations (30 cm/pixel).  The craters are 

distributed evenly throughout the NRC and are in the 

size range of ~30-300 meters. 

Population Statistics: The NRC crater population 

span the full range of degradation states from pristine 

to barely detectable (Figure 1).  The range of mor-

phologies and the size-frequency distribution of the 

population both indicate that many small craters have 

been lost and that the remaining craters form an equi-

librium population (figure 2).  The population is the 

product of the production function and crater lifetime 

(both of which are diameter dependant). Using power 

law fits to the population and modeled production 

function [10], we have derived a crater lifetime over 

the NRC of 30.75D
1.14

 where D is crater diameter. 

The crater in figure 1C is what we consider to be 

the most degraded of the large craters. Based on its 

morphology we could assume that this crater is so de-

graded that it is on the verge of being removed. Our 

above analysis shows that the time needed to remove a 

212m crater such as this is 13.8 Kyr, and given its de-

graded state this is likely to be only slightly more than 

the age of the crater itself.  The largest crater in our 

sample (352m, not shown) is partly infilled.  Based on 

its diameter, the crater’s estimated lifetime is expected 

to be 24.6 Kyr, and thus the crater formed more re-

cently than this. This crater population contains no 

information related to preceding epochs. 

 
Figure 1. Crater removal is accomplished by infilling with ice.  Crater on the left is the freshest large crater 

(~40m deep) while crater on the right is the most degraded large crater still detectable. 
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Figure 2. Size-frequency distribution. Inclined dashed 

lines are the 5, 10, 20 Kyr modeled isochrons [10].  

Counts of small craters to the left of the vertical dashed 

line are incomplete and not used in population fits. The 

final bin, containing only 1 crater, is also excluded. 

The crater in figure 1A is the freshest in our sam-

ple and has not yet begun to infill (although Viking 

imagery shows it to be >32 years old). Its depth is 

0.26D. If all NRC craters begin with this depth-

diameter relationship we can calculate infill rates by 

dividing depth by lifetime i.e. 8.5D
-0.14, corresponding 

to 4-5 mm/year for this diameter range. The diameter 

bin at ~200m (see figure 2) exerts considerable influ-

ence on the population fits. Excluding it roughly halves 

the derived crater lifetimes and doubles the accumula-

tion rates. 

Crater Degradation: To more fully investigate 

how crater removal begins we constructed a HiRISE 

stereo DEM of the crater shown in figure 1A.  This 

DEM has horizontal resolution of 1m and vertical ac-

curacies of decimeters. 

Figure 1A shows an icy patch at the bottom of this 

crater. Investigation with our DEM (figure 3) reveals 

this patch to be a depression i.e. the brownish material 

is covering cleaner ice.  This material appears to be 

actively covering the original icy crater floor as evi-

denced by the slide event on the left of figure 3A.  

Further examination of the DEM shows that the 

center of the crater is progressively further offset 

poleward as a function of elevation within the crater.  

As the slopes of the crater walls are steepest at the 

highest elevations this argues for enlargement of the 

crater through ablation of the upper walls with more 

ablation of the south-facing wall than the north-facing 

(by several meters).  An albedo discontinuity on the 

wall of the crater, which aligns with a change in crater 

shape, indicates that the upper 25m of the polar depos-

its may be richer in impurities than the material below. 

Conclusions: Based on the population statistics [9] 

and analysis of the DEM we propose the following 

series of events in NRC crater degradation. 

1. The crater undergoes ablation of its upper walls, 

which are richer in impurities than deeper ice. 

2. This ablation causes asymmetric expansion and 

produces a lag deposit that slumps downhill to 

cover the icy crater floor. 

3. Frost begins accumulating on this low-thermal iner-

tia material, which is often shadowed. 

4. The high albedo of this fresh frost drives ice accu-

mulation for several Kyr which infills the crater. 

The crater discussed here has progressed to near 

the end of stage 2, a process that has taken at least 32 

years.  Frost forming on top of the brownish material 

can also be seen in figure 3A, so stages 2 and 3 overlap 

somewhat. 

We will present numerical modeling results of the 

different modification stages described above. Space-

craft observations constrain the current climate. Using 

models and constraints from the population statistics 

described above we can link the recent climate on 

Mars to polar accumulation. Such links offer progress 

toward understanding the lengthier climate record in 

the stratigraphy of the polar layered deposits. 
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Figure 3. Zoomed view 

of ice patch in crater 

shown in figure 1A with 

elevation contours from 

our DEM.  Yellow curve 

shows location of eleva-

tion profile (right) paral-

lel to crater rim. 
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